
Photographic Society of America -  DISTINCTIONS

PSA Photographic Distinctions are available to individuals 
who are members of PSA. Firstly, you must participate in 
salons with PSA recognition to gain acceptances. A full list 
of these qualifying Exhibitions (Salons) can be found on the 
PSA Website. (https://psa-photo.org/index.php?exhibitions-
current-exhibition-list)

The PSA distinctions are called Recognition of Photographic 
Achievement Awards (ROPA) and they consist of QPSA, 
PPSA, EPSA, MPSA, MPSA2, GMPSA, GMPSA/b, 
GMPSA/s, GMPSA/g and GMPSA/p. You can apply for 
these awards sequentially or you can skip awards and apply 
for higher levels if you have sufficient qualifying 
acceptances. You have to be a member of PSA to apply for 
PSA distinctions. For these distinctions you can count only 
acceptances achieved in PSA recognised International 
exhibitions. 

In the PSA system, the verification process and the 
application for a distinction are separated. Verification takes 
place through what PSA calls the Star Ratings system. 
Applications for Stars are checked by a Star Ratings 
Director using the PSA’s electronic database of exhibition 
acceptances. Each Star application requires a specific 
number of acceptances from a specified minimum number 
of different images. For example, you can apply for Star 1 
with just 18 acceptances from 6 images. You then need a 
total of 36 acceptances from 12 images to qualify for Star 2, 
and so on up to 288 acceptances for Star 5. If you continue 
to accumulate acceptances beyond those required for Star 
5, your acceptances are verified through the Galaxy Rating 



system. Once you have accumulated sufficient verified 
acceptances (through Star or Galaxy ratings) you can apply 
online for the appropriate ROPA award.

In the PSA system the verification process through the Star/
Galaxy Ratings system is done through different Divisions of 
PSA (Colour Projected Images, Monochrome Projected 
Images, Nature, Photojournalism, Photo Travel, Pictorial 
Prints and 3D). You cannot mix acceptances across 
Divisions for Star or Galaxy applications. For example, when 
applying for Star 1 in the Nature Division all your 
acceptances must have been obtained in PSA recognised 
Nature sections of exhibitions. However, once acceptances 
are verified through Star or Galaxy Ratings they can be 
combined to give the required number of acceptances for 
ROPA applications. For example, Star 4 in Nature plus Star 
4 in Photojournalism would give the required 288 
acceptances for the PPSA distinction.

PSA, Star Ratings applications can be made at any time. 
When sufficient acceptances have been achieved the 
relevant ROPA application can be made online at any time. 
There is no mandated waiting period between achieving one 
distinction and the next. With sufficient acceptances you 
could, for example, achieve QPS, PPSA and EPSA in the 
same calendar year.

There are no special requirements on the number of 
exhibitions or countries in which acceptances must be 
obtained and there are no requirements for achieving 
awards.



There is no special requirement for prints in the PSA system 
unless you are applying for Stars or Galaxies in the Print 
Division.
In the PSA Star Ratings system there is no limit to how 
many acceptances can be claimed for each image. 
However, once Star 5 is achieved in a Division (Nature for 
example) the images that were used up to that point have to 
be retired and acceptances that are claimed for Galaxy 
ratings have to be from new images and the number of 
acceptances that can be claimed for each image is limited to 
three. Beyond the Galaxy system there are Diamond ratings 
that require new images that have each received three 
acceptances.

More about PSA and PSA Distinctions can be found on PSA 
Website.
PSA (https://psa-photo.org/index.php?home)
PSA Distinctions (https://psa-photo.org/index.php?stars-
and-ropa)
Scottish Membership Director and liaison Officer:
Andy S Hayes ARPS DPAGB EFIAP/b PPSA
email: psascotland01@gmail.com

QPSA (Qualify)* 54 acceptances 

PPSA (Proficiency) 288 acceptances

EPSA (Excellence) 700 acceptances

MPSA (Master) 1500 acceptances

MPSA2 (Master 2) 2250 acceptances 

GMPSA (Grand Master) 3000 acceptances 

GMPSA/b (GM Bronze) 5000 acceptances

GMPSA/s (GM Silver) 7000 acceptances

GMPSA/g (GM Gold) 9000 acceptances

GMPSA/p (GM Platinum) 11000 acceptances
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